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Team members	

�  Linkin Park: 10 members 
�  Big Data Analytics and Intelligence Lab, Remin 

University of China, China 
�  Hangzhou Dianzi University, China 

�  FreakOut Inc., Japan 



Big Data Analytics and Intelligence Lab,  
Remin University of China	

�  Multidisciplinary research topics in the areas of 
social data analysis, information retrieval, data 
mining and  machine learning 

�  Host to several national-level projects including 
973 projects 

�  Partners to great companies, i.e., Baidu 

�  More than 20 papers accepted in top conferences 
and journals since Sep., 2013 



FreakOut Inc., Japan	

�  A digital marketing technology company focusing 
on online advertisements 
�  Launched the first demand side platform in Japan 
�  Freak people out by a high click-through rate 



Introduction	

�  Task:  
�  Predict the probability that a user will be a repeat 

buyer at a merchant, given all users logs at all 
merchants 

�  Logs: 

�  User profiles: age group and gender 

�  Action logs: user, item, category of item, brand of 
item, merchant, timestamp, and action (click, favor, 
purchase, or add to cart) 



Introduction	

�  Achievements of Linkin Park 

�  Stage 1: ranked 9th 

�  Stage 2: ranked 4th  
○  Ranked 1st for the longest period 
○  Ranked 3rd till 20 minutes before online 

evaluation ended 

Rank	 1st 	 2nd	 3rd	 Linkin Park	 
AUC	 0.711373	 0.711287	 0.710163	 0.709877	 



GBRT: gradient boosted regression tree                  RF: random forest 
MIFM: multi-instance factorization machine 	
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Historical behavioral  
features 
	 User	 Merchant	 User-merchant	 

Counts	 #actions, #active days, 
#active merchants,  
#active merchant-day	 

#actions, #active user, 
#active days,  
#active user-day,  
#sold brands, #sold items	 

#actions, #active days, 
#active count	 

Ratios	 #actions/#active days, 
#click, cart, favor/#buy, 
#active merchant/#actions, 
percentage of active days, 
percentage of active 
merchant-day  	 

#actions/#active users, 
#active users/active days, 
#click, cart, favor/#buy, 
percentage of active users, 
percentage of active user-
day	 

#actions/#active days, 
#active item/#actions, 
#monthly actions/
#actions	 

Date/
spanning	 

first/last active day	 first/last active day, 
active period spanning	 



Multiple-instance  
factorization machine	

�  Can we just feed all the logs to the system, and get a 
model for prediction? 

�  We introduce a novel model: multi-instance 
factorization machine 
�  Alone it achieves an AUC of 0.689 
○  No feature engineering 
○  No data cleaning 

�  It servers as a individual feature in the feature pool 



Multiple-instance  
factorization machine	

�  Advantages 

�  Multi-instance: each user is modeled as a bag of 
all his/her logs 
○  The relationship between different logs of the 

same user 

�  Factorization machine 
○  The relationship between different raw feature 

channels of the same log 



Multiple-instance  
factorization machine	

�  Repeat buyers	 �  Non repeat buyers	 



Multiple-instance  
factorization machine	

Optimization 
 
Stochastic gradient descent and L-BFGS	 

Model 

Lost function 



Feature sets and  
stack learning	

�  Three features sets 
○  A result of team 

merging 
�  Feature set 1: 254 
�  Feature set 2: 272 
�  Feature set 3: 383  

Stack 
learning	 

GBRT on 
feature set 1	 

GBRT on 
feature set 2	 

GBRT on 
feature set 3	 

RF on 
feature set 3	 

�  Stack learning 
�  Linear regression is 

employed to 
ensemble the four 
results 



Data cleaning and 
post processing	
�  Data cleaning 

�  Timestamps of Nov., 12th à Nov., 11th  

�  Items belonging to multiple brands à belonging 
to the brand with smallest id  

�  Post processing 

�  Some users are active at some merchant only 
on Nov., 11th  
○  The repeat buyer probability is set to be 0.9	 



Experimental results	

Model	 GBRT	 GBRT	 GBRT	 RF	 Ensemble	 

Features	 Feature set 3 
(383)	 

Feature set 2 
(276)	 

Feature set 1 
(254)	 

Feature set 3 
(383)	 

AUC	 0.7027	 0.7026	 0.7025	 0.7011	 0.7032	 

�  Parameter tuning 

�  Split training dataset into training dataset and tuning 
dataset 

�  All results are based on best tuned parameters 



Method of stage 2	

�  Model 

�  Logistic regression 

�  Features 

�  Feature pool without MIFM 

�  One-hot coding of items,brands, and merchants 
(dummy coding)	 



Conclusion	

�  The Linkin Park team ranked 9th at stage 1, and 
ranked 4th at stage 2 

�  A	 feature pool of novel historical behavioral 
features 

�  A	 novel model of multi-instance factorization 
machine 

�  An effective ensemble of multiple learning 
methods based on different subsets of the 
feature pool	 



Thank you very much! 

 

Any questions?	 


